Spring water but not double-distilled water was exposed, in darkness, to a temporally patterned weak magnetic field that has been shown to affect planarian behavior and slow the rate of cancer cell proliferation. Exposure to the magnetic field caused a reliable shift in the peak (longer) wavelength of ~10 nm for fluorescence emissions and a ~20% increase (~100 counts) in fluorescence intensity. Spectral analyses verified a shift of 5 and 10 nm, equivalent to ~1.5 × 10 −20 J "periodicity" across the measured wavelengths, which could reflect a change in the an intrinsic energy as predicted by Del Giudice and Preparata and could correspond to two lengths of O-H bonds. Wrapping the water sample containers during exposure with copper foil, aluminum foil, or plastic altered these fluorescent profiles. The most conspicuous effect was the elimination of a ~280 nm peak in the UV-VIS emission spectra only for samples wrapped with copper foil but not aluminum or plastic. These results suggest that weak magnetic fields produce alterations in the water-ionic complexes sufficient to be reliably measured by spectrophotometry. Because the effect was most pronounced when the spring water was exposed in darkness and was not disturbed the role of thixotropic phenomena and Del Giudice entrapment of magnetic fields within coherent domains of Pollack virtual exclusion zones (EZ) may have set the conditions for subsequent release of the energy as photons.
Introduction
There has been a long and colourful history regarding the potential residual effects of exposing water, particularly when it contains concentrations of ions that approach the characteristics of living systems, to weak magnetic fields [1] because of the unique features of water [2] . Toledo and colleagues [3] reviewed the effects from exposure of water to mT to μT-intensity magnetic fields, as inferred by measurement of viscosity, enthalpies and surface tension, and suggested intracluster hydrogen bonds were disrupted. Gang et al. [4] found that only one hour of exposure to 0.16 T static magnetic fields produced alterations in diffusion velocity of a solute for an additional ~6 to ~9 hr that was a function of the water volume during exposure. The effect was consistent with the intensity-dependent diminished viscosity reported by Fahidy [5] .
Weaker intensity (µT range), time-varying magnetic fields have been shown to affect ion/ligand binding kinetics when bioeffective waveform parameters were employed [6] - [8] . These alterations in chemical dynamics and biochemical processes are often associated with altered patterns of photon emissions [9] - [11] . Recent theoretical perspectives have extended the concept that water molecules exist as "flickering clusters" [12] with half-lives of ~10 −11 s, several hundred times longer than the period of molecular vibrations. Water containing ions can display coherent domains within which magnetic fields can be "trapped" if the oscillations are optimal [13] . Large polyhedral forms organized from tetrahedral bonded units are considered candidates [14] . The possibility that appropriately patterned extremely low frequency magnetic fields could be trapped within Del Guidice-type coherence domains [13] in water that results in the emission of specific energies and wavelengths within the visible range has been one of our theoretical interests.
We have been investigating the effects of micro Tesla range magnetic fields generated from computer software with configurations that simulate physiological or neuronal patterns. One particular ("frequency-modulated", decelerating) pattern was shown to produce analgesia in rodents (equivalent to 4 mg/kg of morphine) [15] , as well as in snails [16] , and to inhibit the growth of several different strains of cancer cells without affecting normal cells [17] . Recently Murugan et al. [18] showed that exposure to this pattern for several (3 -5) days followed by exposure to a modification of a naturally-patterned field produced complete dissolution of populations of planarian. However, these robust phenomena only occurred when the specimens were exposed to the fields in the dark. The interaction between darkness and effective magnetic field exposure upon complex systems has been reported by others [19] .
In the pursuit of mechanisms we exposed spring water in the dark to this patterned field and found a conspicuous shift in transmittance counts towards longer wavelengths. Pilot studies indicated the effect was not evident when the water samples were exposed in ambient lighting and that approximately 18 days of magnetic field exposure were required to produce reliable effects. In the present experiments we systematically investigated these phenomena with more precise instrumentation. To discern if different materials could affect the manner in which exposure to the weak magnetic fields could affect the emitted fluorescence of the treated water, we employed spring water (containing a fixed number of cations and anions) and double distilled water and incorporated four different "shielding" conditions: open (no shielding), copper foil, aluminum foil or plastic.
Materials and Methods
A total of 176 volumes, each 50 cc, of either spring water or double distilled water contained within 105 cc flint glass jars (9 cm high × 6 cm diameter) were exposed between two coils as shown in Figure 1 . Each type of exposure was performed in triplicate; each component of the triplicate was completed on separate days. The two coils were separated by 1 m. Each coil was created by wrapping 305 m of 30 AWG (Belden 9978) wire in a single layer (18 cm wide) around plastic milk crates which were 38 cm × 33 cm × 27 cm. The circuit was organized so that one coil would be activated (A) while the other was not activated (NA). Power meter measurements in- Figure 1 . The experimental equipment. When one of the two coils was activated, the proximal containers were location (A), the middle containers were middle (MA), and the distal containers were the non-active (NA). Either coil could be activated. dicated that the minimum-maximum range in the strengths of the field (RMS) were 4.4 to 11.5 µT for the activated area, 0.3 to 0.6 µT for the middle area (MA), and 0.11 to 0.15 µT for the NA area. For comparison the background intensity for ambient 60 Hz was within the 0.11 -0.15 µT range. The reference area which also showed that 60 Hz ambient intensity was located 5 m from the two coils.
The magnetic field pattern was generated by a Zenith-386 compute (Model ZF-148-41, Zenith Data Systems, Benton Harbor, MI, USA) computer employing the complex software © . A frequency-modulated pattern that has been shown to reduce division rates of cancer cells (by about 1/2) but not normal cells and to affect nociceptive thresholds in rodents was selected. The pattern was produced by converting a series of 849 numbers between 0 and 255 (equivalent to −5 to +5 V, where 127 = 0 V) through a custom constructed digital-to-analogue (DAC) converter (DAC). Each point was generated for 3 ms. The pattern and the spectral power are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . This duration was selected because it demonstrates the greatest effect on cell proliferation rates and rodent behavior. Point duration values set less (1, 2 ms) or greater (5, 10 ms) than 3 ms do not produce comparable significant effects [17] .
To be comparable with the conditions previously used (in conjunction with the second "sudden commencement geomagnetic field pattern"), to promote the complete dissolution of planaria [18] ). Exposure to even dim ambient lighting reduced the reliability of the effects. Based upon pilot studies where the samples were exposed continuously for 1, 4, 5, 10 and 18 days, we selected 18 days of exposure because it produced the minimal interexperiment variability. However, the effects were apparent after 4 days of exposure.
In an equal numbers of experiments, the containers were exposed to different shielding conditions: They were not wrapped or wrapped with copper foil, aluminum foil, or plastic and then exposed to the three field or reference conditions. Two types of water were employed. After the exposure period, the water samples were assessed by fluorescence spectrophotometry. During the entire procedure the samples were not exposed to ambient light until the actual measurement. The samples were also carried in a black box with minimum mechanical perturbation from the exposure room to the measurement room. We had found the incidental "shaking" of the exposed water significantly attenuated the photon-shifting effects. From the time of removal from the field conditions to the initiation of the measurement was about 5 minutes.
For measurements in the Olis RSM 1000 F1 fluorescence spectrophotometer, 1 cc of the water from each condition was placed in a 1 cc quartz cuvette and exposed to a 120 W Xenon arc lamp (excitation source). Measurements were recorded by a DeSa monochromator/photon counter. Ten nanometer scanning intervals between 320 nm and 470 nm for emission were recorded using a dual grating monochromator. On the basis of our results, we also exposed additional samples of 1 cc of water from the various conditions in plastic cuvettes to an Ultrospec 2100 pro uv visible spectrophotometer with a stimulation wavelength of 250 nm. The 1 nm steps ranged For data analyses, the wavelength that displayed the peak measure of photon transmission was obtained by inspection of the curves. Analyses of variance were completed between the four positions (reference, active, middle, inactive coil), type of shield (open, copper foil, aluminum foil, and plastic) and type of water (spring vs DD). Spectral analyses (PC SPSS 16) were completed for the mean values for triplicates measures of the number of counts per 1 nm between 320 and 470 nm for each of the 32 conditions (4 field conditions, two types of water, and 4 "shielding" conditions). To allow greater comparisons, the z-score values determined from the mean of the triplicates was employed. All analyses were performed using SPSS software for PC. Eta 2 refers to the amounts of variance in the dependent variable explained by the treatments.
Results and Discussion
The general results from these experiments showed that prolonged exposure of water in the dark to a temporally patterned electromagnetic field could alter the fluorescent spectrum. The intensities of fluorescence emissions and the maximum emission peaks of the fluorescence spectrum depended on the position of the water in the magnetic field (intensity), the purity of the water, and the presence of different shielding materials during exposure. The means and standard deviations for the peak wavelengths for all conditions are shown in 
Fluorescence Intensity
The most obvious effect involved the differences in fluorescence emission spectra between spring water and DD water. There were approximately three times the number of photons (counts) emitted from the spring water compared to the DD water. Secondly, the shape of the distribution of counts across the measured wavelengths differed conspicuously. While the fluorescence spectra of the DD water exhibited a linear decrease in counts from the stimulation wavelength, the spring water spectrum exhibited a clear non-linear effect with a maximum peak in intensity between 380 and 440 nm. Systematic magnetic field exposure effects were evident for the spring water but not for the DD water. The triplicate averages of the total numbers of counts for the spring water exposed for 18 days in darkness to the four field conditions are shown in Figure 5(a) . There was a conspicuous shift towards longer emission wavelengths for the spring water that had been exposed to the middle field (0.3 -0.6 μT) and not activated coil (0.11 -0.15 μT) conditions (peak around 418 nm) compared to the active field (4.4 -11.5 μT) and reference conditions (peak around 400 nm). Between 420 and 475 nm, the intensity of emitted fluorescence for the middle field and not activated field was about 150 counts per unit wavelength higher than for the reference and active field conditions. Neither the non-linear effect nor the differential field condition effects were noted in the DD water ( Figure 5(b) ). These results clearly showed that the weaker intensity, patterned field (below 0.6 µT, 6 mG) that was presented in addition to the background 60 Hz ambient intensities produced the greatest shift in wavelength. The spring water exposed to the not activated field produced discernibly higher fluorescence intensity counts between 460 and 470 nm.
The effects of adding the three different shielding materials during the 18 days of dark magnetic field exposures to the produced fluorescence counts produced by the spring and DD water are shown in Figures 6-8 . The results for each type of water for each type of shielding are presented in the same graph to facilitate comparison. For the copper foil shielding (Figure 6) , the most conspicuous effect (420 to 440 nm) involved samples exposed in the area adjacent to the inactive coil and for spring water only. For the aluminum foil (Figure 7) shielding the middle region showed more fluorescence emission counts than the inactive coil region between 420 to 440 nm although both were elevated above the active and reference regions. The plastic shielding produced a markedly attenuated effect within a narrow band of 420 to 430 nm (Figure 8 ).
Peak Wavelength Effects
The peak wavelengths, the values where fluorescence intensities of the spectrum were maximal for each experimental condition, were shown in Figure 4 . The general results were clear for all experiments combined ( Table  1) . Two way analysis of variance indicated a statistically significant difference in fluorescence emission for the two types of water [(F1,168) = 63.03, p < 0.001; eta 2 = 24%]. There was a significant interaction between the location of the beakers (field strength) from the activated coil and type of water [F(3,168) = 6.65, p < 0.001; eta 2 = 8%]. When analyzed according to each of the types of "shielding" during exposure, the effects of the magnetic field exposure upon the peak fluorescence emission wavelength was very clear. Figure 6 . Photon counts from spring water (upper curves) or double distilled (lower section of graph) water that had been exposed to the four conditions of magnetic field but wrapped with copper foil. As shown in Table 1 , field exposures in non-shielded containers produced a strong shift in emission wavelength [F(3,16) = 24.81] that explained 82% of the variance (equivalent to an r = 0.91). Post hoc analysis indicated that the emission spectra of the spring water exposed to the middle and non-activated loci displayed significantly longer peak wavelengths (~409 nm) than either the control (~381 nm) or the activated (~399 nm) locations. The diminished energy difference for the wavelength between the activated and two other loci exposed to the field was equivalent to 1. .67] wrapped in copper foil displayed a difference in fluorescence intensity depending on the location of the containers (effectively field strength). For the spring water that had been exposed to the active coil, the emission spectra showed a marked elevation in wavelength at 395 nm compared to the control, middle, or not activated areas where the maximal values were seen at 403 to 410 nm. Post hoc analysis indicated that these peak wavelengths for the control and middle area did not differ significantly from each other but both differed from the peak wavelength for activated and non-activated loci that did not differ from each other.
In the presence of aluminum shielding, both the spring water [F(3,16) = 19.02, p < 0.001; eta 2 = 14%] and the DD water displayed differences in peak wavelengths for the emission spectra. Post hoc analyses indicated that for the spring water the peak wavelengths for the active and NA locations did not differ from each other (395 -400 nm) but were significantly lower than those exposed to the control or middle regions (408 nm) that did not differ significantly from each other. Only the DD water within the middle region displayed a shorter peak wavelength (377 nm) than the other three locations (388 to 393 nm) that did not differ significantly from each other.
The fluorescence emission spectra of the spring water shielded by plastic exhibited significant differences in peak wavelength depending on the different locations [F(3,16) = 41.06, p < 0.01; eta 2 = 50%]. Post hoc analysis indicated that the water exposed to the active region displayed shorter peak wavelengths (393 nm) than the other three locations (405 to 409 nm) that did not differ significantly from each other. However, there were no significant differences in peak wavelengths for the DD shielded by plastic as a function of the four locations [F(3,20) = 1.00, p > 0.05].
Spectral Power Density Analyses
The results of the spectral analyses for the fluorescence emission spectra for water (spring and DD) exposed to the different positions in the magnetic field and different shielding conditions (open, copper, aluminum, or plastic) versus the z-scores of the total counts revealed intrinsic periodicities within the wavelengths. The phenome-na were most evident in the spring water exposed to the four field conditions without any shielding. As shown in Figure 9 , the spring water exposed to the active field area exhibited a relative increase in power around 10 nm and 5 nm. Figure 10 shows the results of the same analysis for the water from the reference area and indicates the expected exponential decay. The conspicuous profile for the active field exposure was not evident for spring water exposed to the MA or IA, although an increase in relative spectral power is discernable visibly for 9 to 10 nm repetitions of wavelength.
At face value the results suggest that exposure to the patterned magnetic field resulted in the display of an intrinsic molecular structure within the spring water and its constituents. This pattern resembled a standing wave across the 320 to 470 nm, 1 nm increments and appears to reflect the width of a plasma cell membrane. In addi- Figure 9 . Spectral power density of numbers of photon counts as a function of wavelength for water exposed to the active magnetic field area. In this instance 1 divided by the value in the x-axis reflects the wavelength. Note the peaks around 10, 5, and 2.5 nm. 
Spectral Power Density
Spectra Frequency tion, the ~10 nm, 5 nm, and 2.5 nm peaks are similar to the quantum steps seen in cell systems when examining the spacing of actin monomers within activated myofibrils. Pollack [20] found these peaks were integer multiples of actin-monomer spacing.
UV-VIS Spectroscopy
Over the last decade of research with physical, chemical and biological systems that involved shifts in pH, photon emissions, and proton-driven reactions we [21] have noted that the efficacy of the pattern of the applied magnetic field is more related to its spectral characteristics and power densities (Figure 3 ) than to intensity, per se, at least within biologically-effective ranges. The mean of the first peak in power density for the magnetic field presented at 3 ms which was used in this study as shown in Figure 3 is around 8 Hz. Although not frequently employed for analyses of weak fields, we think it is a potentially relevant. The difference between the magnetic moments for the electron's spin and orbit (1.07 × 10 −26 J•T −33 J associated with spin-orbit levels coupled with this frequency magnetic field [22] [23] . Although this convergence does not prove a functional connection it does suggest shared frequency and energy levels by which the magnetic fields could directly interact with water structure.
Consequently we decided to discern if a very narrow and enhanced peak in transmittance would be evident if a UV pulse was generated through the spring water covered with different shielding material that had been exposed to this intensity (the MA). The results are shown in Figure 11 . For the plastic and aluminum foil conditions the marked enhancement occurred between 275 and 305 nm only for the spring water exposed to the 0.3 to 0.6 μT fields and neither the strongest (active) or weakest (inactive) coil. However this was not observed for the spring water that had been shielded with the copper foil. Copper ions in solution rather than wrapped around water through which magnetic fields are penetrating, have been shown to dramatically decrease fluorescence intensity. In fact this conspicuous peak was completely eliminated.
General Discussion
These results indicate that the processes who characteristics were hypothesized or described by Pollack and his colleagues [2] [20] and Del Giudice and his colleagues [13] could be explored experimentally by examining photon emission after exposure of spring water to weak magnetic fields. The pattern employed in this experiment was a variant of a frequency and phase-modulated field that had been shown to affect the behaviour of invertebrates and vertebrates [15] [16] . We had also shown experimentally that this patterned field affected the drift in pH of spring water after several hours of exposure. These shifts in pH occurred as brief 0.02 increments towards alkalinity with durations in the order of 20 to 40 ms [24] .
The two important conditions to produce the robust effect of increasing the photon emissions and the shifts in wavelengths were exposures of the water volumes in a very dark environment (10 −11 W·m −2 ) for more than 10 days and the minimal mechanical disturbance of that exposed water before the spectrophotometric measurement. Verdel and Bukovec [25] have described the thixotropy of water which refers to the increased viscosity and gellike behaviours of water which develop spontaneously over time. The phenomenon of increased viscosity emerges when ions and hydrophilic surfaces are present and diminishes during mechanical stimulation.
Their review [25] suggested that the emergence of a structured network of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and ions in aqueous solutions that are not disturbed for protracted periods was a significant contributor to the phenomenon. The primary hypothesis was that thixotropy or the alternative order of hydrogen bond networks facilitated faster proton transfer in protracted, non-disturbed solutions that could involve Grotthuss mechanisms. Presumed OH-bond stretching and bending of water molecules within the femtosecond range is assumed to be followed by dissipation of that energy into the network of hydrogen bonds for a few picoseconds, or, about the life time of a hydronium ion [26] . Figure 11 . Relative measures for emission (uv) for spring water that had been exposed to the active, middle or inactive areas while being wrapped ("shielded") with either plastic, copper, or aluminum foil. Note the marked enhancement of emission around 280 nm for the plastic and aluminum foil wrapping that was eliminated by copper foil.
In several elegant experiments, Pollack et al. [2] [20] have demonstrated the differentiation between bulk water and interfacial water near surfaces of hydrophilic materials. Within these Exclusion Zones (EZ) solutes are minimal and the layer of protons can be equivalent to 150 to 200 mV near the nucleating surface. The emergence of these zones required several minutes to hours and were associated with a gradual expansion due to raising internal "pressure" from the protons inside the "vesicle" of water. Sedlak [27] estimated that the number of molecules per domain within several types of aqueous systems ranged between 10 3 and 10 8 . Minutes to weeks were required for supramolecular structures to emerge and to achieve asymptote. After about 80 days the domains appeared to be stable with diameters between 30 and 500 nm.
According to Chai et al. [28] , absorption of energy within the Pollack Exclusion Zones in aqueous solutions peaked around 270 nm. The peak was very similar for a variety of solutions that included salts, L-lysine, D-alanine, D-glucose and sucrose. On the other hand the fluorescent properties of these solutions displayed peak emissions of energy around 480 and 490 nm following excitation by different wavelengths. We found that emission spectra for water that had been exposed to the magnetic field (0.3 to 0.6 μT) in the position between the active and inactive coil generated a conspicuous increase in photon emission power density between 275 and 305 nm (peak = 280 nm).
The very remarkable phenomenon associated with this conspicuous peak in UV emission from water exposed to this narrow band intensity of the patterned magnetic field was its complete diminishment if the water had been wrapped during the exposures with copper ( Figure 11) but not other materials such as plastic or aluminum. Because we measured the magnetic field's presence within the confines of the copper wrapping, total impedance of penetration of the flux lines is not a likely mechanism. We have been pursuing this conspicuous phenomenon from the perspective of the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
We have encountered the emergence of 10 −20 J as a fundamental unit or packet of energy in several contexts that range from cosmological to local applications [29] - [32] . For example the energy associated with the separation between the potassium ions along the surface of a plasma cell membrane that has been attributed to the resting membrane potential as well as the neuronal action potential is about 10 −20 J. Comparable values are associated with sequestering of a ligand to a receptor [33] . It is also the quantity of energy that emerges when the total force of the universe is divided by the numbers of Planck Voxels (Planck's Length cubed) is applied across the wavelength of the neutral hydrogen line [30] .
Our measurement of a shift of 10 nm, the approximate width of a plasma cell membrane, and the associated energy of ~1.4 × 10 −20 J for this difference in the 400 nm range (the interface between UV and Visible Light) could reveal some of the intrinsic parameters associated with the molecular and bonding structures of undisturbed water exposed in the dark to weak, physiologically-patterned magnetic fields. Even spectral analyses of the power densities distributed across the band of wavelengths for the photon emissions from the magnetic field exposed water revealed this "standing spatial wave" of about 10 nm.
The results are directly applicable to the coherent dynamics in water described by Del Giudice and Preparata [13] who extended the Dicke Hamilton expression for special properties that emerge in matter at specific atomic densities and temperatures. This spontaneous phase transition, often described as the Superradiant Phase Transition (SPT), exhibits the capacity to embed or "trap" electromagnetic fields within an atomic ensemble that is oscillating in phase with atomic transitions between ground states and excited conditions. They estimated the gap energy in a system of N two-level atoms would be:
where h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light and λ is the wavelength involved. If the difference between peak wavelength (λ = 381 nm) for the sham field exposed water and the peak wavelengths (between 399 to 409 nm) for magnetic field exposed samples is calculated, the difference in energies would be ~1.2 × 10 −20 J which is within measurement error of what we obtained in the experimental setting. These results could suggest that the applied magnetic fields were trapped within the SPT facilitated by combinations of exposure to darkness and thixotropic processes. The energy associated with these "trapped fields" was manifested by the 10 nm displacement of wavelengths of photons within the narrow band interface between the UV and visible boundary.
If these phenomena are to be related to quantum effects there should be quantitative convergence between the most fundamental features of the latter and the absorption of the former. Liquid water absorbs strongly at wavelengths between 2.9 and 3.25 μm [28] . This is assumed to correspond to the stretching of the O-H bond from which the energy attributed to the longer duration hydronium ion originates. The simple average of these wave-lengths is 3.08 μm which we suggest is not spurious.
Precisely half this value, 1.55 μm, is within error measurement of the energy associated with the quantum involved with the removal of one nucleus from the other in a hydrogen molecule. The frequency is about 1.91 × 10 14 Hz and is the same order of magnitude as that estimated for atomic or nuclear vibration of hydrogen from the perspective of molecular heat [34] . Bohr had noted that there was no absorption of energy within this wavelength in hydrogen gas which was attributed to the symmetrical structure of the hydrogen molecule and the significant ratio between the frequencies corresponding to displacements of electrons (about 3.7 × 10 15 Hz) and nuclei (1.91 × 10 14 Hz). The observation that water exhibits this absorption may indicate that the interface for a special type of electron-proton interaction may exist as a special condition within this compound. It has been considered by Voeikov and Del Giudice to be the bases of the living state [35] . We have considered water to be "the Solvent of Life".
Conclusion
In conclusion spring water displayed a non-linear scatter of spectrophotometric transmittance as a function of wavelength while double-distilled water exhibited the expected linear decay as a function of distance from the stimulation wavelength. Exposure of spring water but not double distilled water to a temporally patterned weak magnetic field in the dark for about two weeks produced several classes of reliable effects revealed by photon transmission. The weakest magnetic fields in the order of µT produced approximately 10 nm shift in peak transmittance towards longer wavelengths. Spectral analysis confirmed the presence of 5 and 10 nm periodicities in spectral density across the measured range but this was evident only with the strongest (4 -11 μT) magnetic intensity. Concomitant exposure to different types of wrapping around the water samples indicated that copper foil eliminated the ~280 nm spike in transmission compared to aluminum foil or plastic as inferred by UV-VIS spectrometry. These results indicate there is a rich complexity of subtle molecular changes within water, particularly spring water, exposed to this temporally patterned magnetic field.
